Development of an offshore wind index for the German Bight from mesoscale simulation data of over a decade
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1. Introduction

The number of offshore wind farms within the German Bight grew significantly over the last years. The power output of existing wind farms suffers from the wakes of nearby erected wind farms. Besides these wake effects there is also a natural inter-annual variation of the offshore wind conditions [1]. Consequently, in the offshore exploration phase it remains questionable for wind farm owners and operators how to rate the annual power output of their wind farm, as wake and inter-annual variability cannot be separated from measured production data. FROENIX, the Fraunhofer IWES Offshore wind ENergy IndeX is a publically available online resource enabling an estimation of the natural inter-annual variability of the offshore wind energy within the German Bight.

2. Method

FROENIX is calculated from more than a decade of mesoscale model simulations of the wind conditions over the German Bight. Therefore, the mesoscale model WRF [2] was used, applying an offshore optimized set-up [3]. The simulation data provides a resolution of 2.1 km in space and 30 min in time. These data were interpolated to hub height fields and scaled with a power curve of a typical offshore wind turbine [4]. Afterwards, the annual energy production (AEP) of a year is compared to the AEP of the last five and ten years. As a result, the expected surplus or deficit of the natural inter-annual variability in terms of percent is given.

3. Results

The resulting wind index is visualized for the thirteen offshore wind farm clusters over the German Bight. The index is made freely available only on an interactive map.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the interactive Offshore Wind Index from 2015 (snap shot), available online.

Figure 1 shows a snap shot of the FROENIX map.

As wind farm wakes are not regarded in the index, it allows wind farm owners and operators to estimate its impact on the annual wind resource by comparing the index to measured production data. Additionally, a site-specific calibration of the wind index using a wake model and SCADA data can be applied to the wind index, leading to more accurate results for a single wind farm site.
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